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A SINGLE PASSION
“For me it is all about the process. It’s the hands on process.
It’s the puzzle.”

STORY Ian Joseph Durling Logan IMAGES Gregory George Moore
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The day after Thanksgiving, still full of turkey and stuffing, I climb into the truck
of friend and photographer Gregory George Moore and we travel through the cold,
clear November morning to a storied barn just a few over towns over. Our mutual
friend, artist Chris Myott (whose work can be seen on the cover of issue eleven of this
very publication) has told tales of a man named Peter Quick, who lives in the wilds of
western New Hampshire at the base of Mt. Monadnock and who has amassed a collection of restored BSA’s. We’re heading over in search of this man and his machines.

A

fter a brush with the law in which our vehicle is almost towed, and a quick stop to sell Greg’s motorcycle trailer that turns into a fiasco when we have
to beat the thing with a steel pipe to free it from the frozen
earth, we’re back on the road to the promised land. We meet
up with Chris so we can follow him to Peter’s house. It’s a
perfect, white, New England colonial, and even in November
I can see that in the greener months there are well manicured
gardens around the house. I had no idea what to expect when
I was told about this barn, but I could not have anticipated
such a stately setting for the curation of motorbikes.
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We lumber out of the vehicle and get our bearings as Peter
comes out to meet us. He’s a tall, middle-aged man with a warm
smile and easy demeanor, eager to talk about his collection. He
takes us through a two car attached garage and into his heated work space where, at the moment, he is rebuilding a 1965
BSA C15ss 80. Peter explains that the “80” stood for 80mph,
but he didn’t think he’d ever been able to push the 250cc engine
over seventy. He spends anywhere between one and three years
bringing these machines back to their former glory. One of the
perks of having a large collection is that when he gets tired of
one bike, he can simply swap it out for another and continue
on. This is not toil, but a labor of love. It never gets tedious.
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P

eter is a man with a singular obsession: rebuilding single cylinder BSA’s
built between ‘59 and ‘73. Spotting a Cafe Racer TV sticker on one of
his tool boxes, I ask if he does any customization. He replies, “Everything else is a distraction.” This is not to say he is a slave to maintaining complete “period correct” restorations. He maligns those he calls “bolt counters”
for their overzealous obedience to an all original refurbished machine. Peter
rebuilds in the spirit of these old machines, and even adds a creative twist or
two of his own, like when he inverts the red and yellow paint on one of his
stock BSA tanks.
Peter’s fascination with this one motor started innocently enough. He’d always
had a motorcycle or two growing up, and even raced some motocross in his
youth. He’d always wanted to pick up a BSA, and when he finally bought one to
restore, he of course needed to buy another junker to take apart. Fast forward
ten years and he has amassed a collection of motorcycles and parts to more
than satisfy his urges. At one point, he started selling parts himself after he
purchased the entire inventory of a parts dealer he’d been buying from. The
only catch was that besides the parts inventory, he’d have to purchase all the
complete bikes as well. For this, he flew to Kansas and drove a twenty-two foot
cargo truck filled with motorcycles and parts back to New Hampshire. Shortly
thereafter, he once again had the good fortune of buying the entire BSA stock
of a British parts dealer who was going out of business. When asked how many
bikes he has, he replies, “I don’t even count anymore.”
We head across the yard to the barn, and when we step inside we see ten complete bikes in two rows, sitting as if in church pews. They all share the fact of
being single-cylinder bikes, yet each have their own distinct character. Peter
goes down the line, calling off each model as if taking attendance. At the end
of one row are three bikes that stand out: a black Matchless G80cs, a yellow
Triumph Super Cub, and the BSA with his clever, inverted color scheme. Peter
explains to us the BSA shared the engine design with Triumph, and so he had
to have one of those as well in order to add to the continuity of the development of this particular engine design.
Continued on page 49
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“The first time you crack the motor
apart and the transmission oil smell
comes up and all of a sudden boom,
I’m eighteen.”

A

fter a while of shooting pictures in the dim garage, Greg asks if we can bring a couple of the
bikes out into the picturesque field that makes up
Pete’s property. Peter gleefully gasses up a couple of bikes,
fires them up, and takes them out into their natural habitat.
We smile like idiots at the sound of these thumpers as they
come up the path. The frigid air burns our cheeks as Peter
runs the bike around the field and even launches one off a
little mound of mulch. They’re surprisingly nimble.
Peter and I talk, our hands pressed firmly in our jacket
pockets, hiding them from the cold. He tells me he’d had a
couple of hip replacements and the motorcycles were something to do while he convalesced. “For me, it’s all about the
process. It’s the hands on process. It’s the puzzle. People ask
me if I ride these, and I say some, but mainly I’m a mechanic. The first thing I want to do when I buy a motorcycle is
take it apart so I can put it back together. The first time you
crack the motor apart and the transmission oil smell comes
up – all of a sudden boom, I’m eighteen.”
We say our goodbyes and thank Peter for sharing his work
with us. Riding home, I peer out the window at the houses
passing by and wonder what other treasure may be hidden
in all the unassuming barns and garages that might not garner a second look. We know that in this one barn a man is
working away in solitude toward a singular purpose, rediscovering his youth with each motor he pries open. n
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